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Abstract

Introduction
The researchers have been paying more attention to culturing individual microorganisms for a long time,
but the majority of microorganisms found in natural ecosystems cannot be easily cultured in the
laboratory1. Metagenomics analysis of genetic material obtained directly from the environment without
isolating and culturing the species in a laboratory, which is not possible with traditional methods since
only a tiny fraction of all microorganisms \( ==~== 1%) can be cultivable using standard techniques2.
The metagenomics analysis employs techniques that enable researchers to obtain, and sequence the
genomic content of microbial communities directly, thereby bypassing the need for prior cultivation of all
individual organisms present in the sample3, 4. The metagenomics offers scientists the method to study
the structure of the microorganism community. The current research of metagenome focuses on gene
annotation5-7, reconstruction of the metabolism network8, analysis the diversity of the microorganisms
community9, 10 and so on, which are mainly based on the known genetic fragments11-13. Since diversity
in metagenomic samples is often too large to provide a high sequencing coverage of single species14-16,
these methods cannot give a microscopy view of the microbial community structure from a metagenomic
sample data. So, we present a tool which can predict a bacterial community from a metagenomic sample
data according to the enzyme information extracted from the sample or the metabolism network
reconstructed from this data. The predicted community not only covers all the known metabolic
functions, but also can be used to discover unknown functions of the metagenomic samples. This tool
can help researcher to form an overall understanding and �nd new functions in the metagenomic sample
data. The webaddress for this tool is: "http://bioinfo.ustc.edu.cn/softwares/bcp-
mg/":http://bioinfo.ustc.edu.cn/softwares/bcp-mg/

Equipment
A computer with access to the internet and a web browser. **Data** Your input is a �at �le which
contains the enzyme information extracted from the metagenomic sample data or the reactions
reconstructed from this data. Each enzyme or reaction takes one line. **Programs** In practice, BCP-MG
server process query data using a computationally intensive bioinformatics protocol. \(A detailed �ow-
chart of the protocol is provided in Figure 1.) BCP-MG is a php web server, and the core background
program was written in C++ which uses an improved set-covering algorithm to predict the bacterial
community.

Procedure
1.Choose the data type you used for representing the metagenomic sample data. The data type includes
enzyme and reaction. You can use the enzyme information extracted from the sample to predict the
bacterial community; reaction information reconstructed from the sample can be used also. 2.upload the
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data �le The data �le must be a text �le. \! CAUTION Uploaded �le must be a plain text �le \(generally
using ASCII or Unicode schemes) while other rich text formats like those produced by most text editing
tools e.g. Microsoft Word , cannot be processed by BCP-MG server. It may take a little time to upload this
�le depends on the size of the �le you want to upload and the bandwidth limit. 3.Choose the metabolic
database to use There are two metabolic databases that you can use, BioCyc and KEGG. Individual
databases or the union can be applied. Please note that there are many differences between these two
databases. One is that the organisms’ number and kinds are not identical in the two databases. The other
is that even the same organism in the two databases will have different metabolic network for they have
used diverse pathway reconstruction algorithms and curative methods. 4.Choose the organisms selecting
strategy There are two organisms selecting strategies in use: all-organisms and base-set-organisms. If all-
organisms is chosen, the predict algorithm considers all organisms without predilection which may
introduce some organisms with same strain. Reversely, the base-set-organisms strategy eliminates these
organisms with same strain and reserves one typical organism. 5.Check for any messages. If your data
were uploaded successfully to the BCP-MG server, you can see the message “upload successfully”, and
then a preprocess script will be employed to check whether your data is complied with the request.
Depending on the success or failure of enzymes or reactions information submission different messages
will be displayed. If you have not given required information, an error message, “Incorrect �le content.
Please make sure the content of the �le uploaded are enzymes or reactions\!” will be displayed, you need
to recheck and �ll the required information for successful submission. 6.Obtain the results. Once your
submission is successful, the data will be processed by the server and the results can be accessed by
pressing the “Show Results” button which is available on the neck of the process �nished. Time required
for processing of your data highly depends on the size of your query and on the parameters you have
chosen \(please see the section on Time Taken to obtain an indication). 7.Interpret the results. The results
are displayed using a table, see Figure 3. The table displays the size of the predicted bacterial community
and the microorganisms with details \(Domain, Phylum, Class, Order, Genus and Population according to
the KEGG)

Timing
Time taken highly depends on the size of the enzymes or reactions information of the metagenomic
sample data, the metabolism database and the other parameters chosen by the user \(more details are
shown on Figure 2). For example, the GS000a Shotgun - Open

Troubleshooting
If the server does not accept the input data for prediction, the error might be caused by one of the
following reasons: 1.Input �le is not a txt �le 2.The content of the input �le is not enzymes or reactions
3.The format of the input �le is incorrect. 4.The content of the input �le does not match the data type you
have selected. Error information will be given if you set data type as enzyme but upload a data �le with
reactions information.
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Anticipated Results
The analysis of metagenome samples by BCP-MG protocol provides a quick and conservative – but
reliable - prediction of bacterial community conditons. Here we use Acid Mine Drainage Bio�lm \
(4441137.3) as an example, which has been well studied17-19. The predicted bacterial community, with 22
organisms, is smaller than the community generated by MG-RAST which includes 69 organisms. The
comparison detail is shown in Table. 1 with different taxonomic ranks considered \(phylum, class and
order). At the rank of phylum, 17 out of 22 organisms in the predicted community correspond to the
community generated by MG-RAST, while 15 at the class level and 4 at the order level.
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Figures

Figure 1

Flowchart illustrating the methodology
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Figure 2

BCP-MG input options

Figure 3

BCP-MG result
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Figure 4

Table 1 The preidcted bacterial community contrast with MG-RAST data
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Figure 5

Figure 3
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Figure 6

Table 1
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Figure 7

Figure 1
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Figure 8

Figure 2


